


AUTHENTIC SEA LIFE EXHIBITS
Creating a realistic experience for your visitors is a primary concern when developing an exhibit.  Dolphins, 
penguins and other shore dwelling wild life require the right type of wave action or water motion to 
simulate their natural environment. The correct wave motion can improve water quality, increase the 
efficiency of the exhibit’s life support systems, and enhance your display.

SCALE MODELING AND TESTING

Prior to actual equipment design and manufacture of a specialty wave system, ADG Wave Generation 
professionals build and test a working scale model of the exhibit. This hands-on approach clearly defines 
the specific equipment system requirements and assures that the desired effect can be created.

The same exclusive WaveTek® wave generation technology that powers wave pools and rivers in 
theme parks around the world is adapted to create realistic and efficient sea life exhibits and displays 
for the perfect aquatic attraction. 

CORAL REEF AND KELP ENVIRONMENTS
Exhibit design is as much about creating authentic surroundings as the species being displayed.  Beyond 
the aesthetic effect of realistic side-to-side movement of kelp strands, live coral requires continuous 
water flow to transport nutrients while carrying waste away.  ADG Wave Generation systems perform a 
vital support function in this ecosystem.

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

BRING YOUR AQUATIC DISPLAYS TO LIFE
WITH WATER MOTION TECHNOLOGY
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THE WORLD’S LEADER IN WAVE GENERATION TECHNOLOGY

Bring your aquatic displays to life with realistic environments created by utilizing ADG’s custom wave 
generation and water motion systems. From waves crashing on a rocky shoreline to gentle, continuous movement 

in kelp and sea life exhibits, our award winning technologies create realistic aquatic 
environments virtually anywhere.

WATER MOTION INSTALLATIONS
Adventure Aquarium - Camden, NJ

Aquarium of the Pacific - Long Beach, CA

Detroit Zoo - Detroit, MI

Fresno Chaffee Zoo - Fresno, CA

Georgia Aquarium - Atlanta, GA

Melbourne Zoo - Melbourne, Australia

Monterey Bay Aquarium - Monterey, CA

National Zoo - Washington, D.C.

New England Aquarium - Boston, MA

New York Aquarium - Brooklyn, NY

Ripley’s Aquarium - Toronto, Canada

Riverbanks Zoo - Columbia, SC

Seattle Aquarium - Seattle, WA

Sea World - San Diego, CA

Sea World - Orlando, FL

Shedd Aquarium - Chicago, IL

Tulsa Zoo - Tulsa, OK

To learn more about ADG’s water motion technology, please visit or call

www.aquaticgroup.com    Cohoes, NY, USA +1.518.783.0038

WAVETEK®


